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Abstract. Highly-heterogeneous and fast-arriving large amounts of data,
otherwise said Big Data, induced the development of novel Data Manage-
ment technologies. In this paper, the members of the IFIP Working Group
2.6 share their expertise in some of these technologies, focusing on: recent
advancements in data integration, metadata management, data quality,
graph management, as well as data stream and fog computing are dis-
cussed.

Keywords: Data Integration · Metadata · · Data Quality · Knowledge
Graphs · Data Streams · Fog Computing

1 Introduction

Data proliferation has been a reality for years and it is now considered the norm.
Data of multiple structures and large volumes are produced at a substantial speed,
challenging our ability to appropriately maintain and consume it. These three
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characteristics are commonly known as the 3Vs (Variety, Volume, and Veloc-
ity) and describe the essential features of the so-called Big Data ecosystem [51].
The data types being produced and processed range from numbers, timestamps,
short and large texts to time series, images, graphs, sounds, and videos, i.e.,
from fully structured to unstructured. The complexity of Big Data induced in-
tensive research towards the development of new (or revisited) data models, data
processing paradigms, and data processing architectures.

This complexity, in conjunction with the lack of standards for representing
their components, computations, and processes, has made the design of data-
intensive applications a failure-prone and resource-intensive activity. One of the
reasons behind it can be identified in a lack of sound modeling practices. Indeed,
multiple components and procedures must be coordinated to ensure a high level
of data quality and accessibility for the application layers, e.g. data analytics
and reporting. We believe that a major challenge of Big Data research requires
- even more than developing new analytics - devising innovative data manage-
ment techniques capable to deliver functional and non-functional properties like,
among others: data quality, data integration, metadata discovery, reconciliation
and augmentation, explainable analytics, data flow compliance or optimization.

Data Management research can address such challenges according to the
FAIR principles. The goal is generating Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and
Reusable data. Methods, principles, and perspectives developed by the Data
Management and Data Semantics community can significantly contribute to
this goal. Solutions for integrating and querying schema-less data, for example,
have received much attention. Standards for metadata management have been
proposed to improve data integration among silos and to make data more dis-
coverable and accessible through heterogeneous infrastructures. A further level
of application of Data Management principles into Big Data technologies in-
volves consistently distributing data processing across networks of interrelated
data sources (sensors and data-flows), ensuring data quality and effective in-
ference. The strong relationship between data quality and analytics also takes
on research aimed at integrating Knowledge Graphs with advanced analytics
powered by Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence. Despite intensive re-
search on data management techniques for Big Data (see [116] for more detail),
unsolved issues and challenges persist. It motivated the members of the IFIP
Working Group 2.6 (WG2.6): Databases1 to further investigate the challenges and
to publish a manifesto paper on Big Data Semantics [20]. The Manifesto re-
vealed the limits of current technologies and identified concrete open problems.
The WG2.6 Manifesto is not the only activity of the Working Group. WG2.6 en-
sues its tradition of promoting novel research areas in Data Semantics by means
of research papers [2, 22, 48, 67, 93, 94] and by organizing international research
events. Since 2011, WG2.6 runs annually its main research event, i.e., Interna-
tional Symposium on Data-driven Process Discovery and Analysis (SIMPDA)2.

1 https://www.ifip.org/bulletin/bulltcs/memtc02.htm
2 https://dblp.org/db/conf/simpda/index.html
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In 2018 the group initiated an international workshop on Semantics in Big Data
Management (SemBDM).

Following the aforementioned WG2.6 Manifesto, in this summary paper, we
overview current advances on the most significant topics presented in [116]), in
the expertise area of the members of the WG 2.6. The topics include: leveraging
knowledge graphs in the data integration process - Section 2, metadata discovery
and management - Section 3, data quality - Section 4, data integration archi-
tectures - Section 5, graphs embedding - Section 6, processing and analyses of
data stream in fog computing - Section 7, functional integration of relational
and NoSQL databases - Section 8. Final remarks are reported in Section 9.

2 Knowledge Graphs for Data Integration

Knowledge Graphs have become one of the key instruments to integrate het-
erogeneous data. They provide declarative and extensible mechanisms to relate
arbitrary concepts and data through flexible graphs that can be leveraged by
downstream processes such as entity search [80] or ontology-based access to dis-
tributed information [27].

Integrating enterprise data into a given Knowledge Graph used to be a
highly complex, manual and time-consuming task. Yet, several recent efforts
streamlined this process to make it more amenable to large companies by in-
troducing scalable and efficient pipelines [71, 53, 88]. The XI Pipeline [24] is a
recent proposal in that context, which provides an end-to-end solution to semi-
automatically map existing content onto a Knowledge Graph. We briefly discuss
this pipeline below in Section 2.1—as an example of a state-of-the-art process
to integrate data leveraging knowledge graphs—before delving into some of its
applications in Section 2.2.

2.1 The XI Pipeline

An overview the XI Pipeline used to integrate heterogeneous contents leverag-
ing a Knowledge Graph is given in Figure 1. This pipeline focuses on semi-
automatically integrating unstructured or semi-structured documents, as they
are often considered the most challenging types of data to integrate, and as
end-to-end techniques to integrate strictly structured data abound [75, 87]. The
Knowledge Graph underpinning the integration process should be given a pri-
ori, and can be built by crowdsourcing, by sampling from existing graphs, or
through a manual process. The integration process starts with semi-structured
or unstructured data given as input (left-hand side of Figure 1) and goes through
a series of steps, succinctly described below, to integrate the content by creating
a set of new nodes and edges in the Knowledge Graph as output (right-hand
side of Figure 1).

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is the first step in the pipeline. NER
is commonly used to integrate semi-structured or unstructured content, and tries
to identify all mentions of entities of interest (e.g., locations, objects, persons or
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Fig. 1. The XI Pipeline goes through a series of five steps to integrate semi-structured
or unstructured content leveraging a Knowledge Graph

concepts) from the input content. This is typically achieved through Informa-
tion Retrieval techniques using inverted indices over the Knowledge Graph to
identify all relevant entities from the input content by leveraging ad-hoc object
retrieval [105] as well as Big Data and statistical techniques [81].

Entity Linking naturally follows NER by linking the entities identified in
the input to their correct counterpart in the Knowledge Graph. Various matching
algorithms can be used in that sense, which can be complemented by crowdsourc-
ing and human-in-the-loop approaches [29] for best results.

Type Ranking assumes that each entity in the Knowledge Graph is asso-
ciated with a series of types. However, the types associated to a given entity in
the graph are typically not all relevant to the mention of that entity as found
in the input data. The XI Pipeline introduces the task of ranking entity types
given their mentions in the input data [102] by leveraging features from both
the underlying type hierarchy as well as from the (textual) context surrounding
the mention [103]. The result of this process is a ranking of fine-grained types
associated to each entity mention, which is invaluable when tackling downstream
steps such as Co-Reference Resolution or Relation Extraction (see below).

Co-Reference Resolution identifies noun phrases (e.g., “the Swiss cham-
pion” or “the former president”) from the input content that cannot be resolved
by simple Entity Linking techniques. Such phrases are then automatically dis-
ambiguated and mapped onto entities in the Knowledge Graph by leveraging
type information and the their context [82].

Relation Extraction finally attempts to identify relationships between
pairs of entities appearing in the input content. The XI Pipeline resorts to Dis-
tant Supervision [91] in that context, leveraging a new neural architecture (the
Aggregated Piecewise Convolutional Neural Network [90]) to solve this task ef-
fectively.

The outcome of the process described above is a set of nodes and links con-
necting mentions from the input data to entities and relations in the Knowledge
Graph. As a result, the Knowledge Graph can then be used as a central gateway
(i.e., as a mediation layer) to retrieve all heterogeneous pieces of data related to
a given entity, type, relation or query.

2.2 Applications

Knowledge Graph integration can be used to solve many integration tasks in
practice. The XI Pipeline, for instance, was successfully deployed in three very
different scenarios:
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– it was used to integrate research articles into a Knowledge Graph [1], in
order to power pub/sub notifications related to specific research concepts,
as well as research papers recommendations;

– it was also used to integrate and query series of heterogeneous tweets [104],
which are otherwise very difficult to handle given their very short and noisy
nature;

– finally, a particular instance of this pipeline was used in a large enterprise
setting in order to integrate large-scale log data [65] and power a variety of
applications ranging from job auditing and compliance to automated service
level objectives, or extraction of recurring tasks and global job ranking.

3 Metadata Management: the Potential of Context

Metadata are simply defined as data about data [50] or information about infor-
mation 3. They are provided to help in the interpretation or exploitation of the
data of interest, describing, locating, and enabling to retrieve them efficiently.
Generally elicited from the contents themselves, they can be obtained from the
context to enrich the value of a dataset. Indeed, metadata makes data sets un-
derstandable by both humans and machines, enabling interoperability, between
systems with different hardware and software platforms, data structures, and
interfaces, with minimal loss of data and semantics [25]. Fostering searchability
metadata facilitates the integration of legacy resource and organizational silos
or isolated applications. Metadata can help to comply with security and privacy
requirements. Indeed, the core data remaining safe and protected, only metadata
are transmitted across the network. Searchable data also helps to minimize data
transfer paving the way to sustainability.

3.1 From Multimedia Contents to Metadata Management: the
example of Social Interaction Analysis

Multimedia contents have to be acquired and stored in real-time and in differ-
ent locations. In order to efficiently retrieve the desired information, centralized
metadata abstract, i.e., a concise version of the whole metadata, that locates
some multimedia contents on remote servers, can be computed. The originality
of this abstract is to be automatically built based on the extracted metadata. In
[57] we presented a method to implement this approach in an industrial context
and illustrated our framework with current Semantic Web technologies, such
as RDF and SPARQL for representing and querying semantic metadata. Some
experimental results, provided in order to show the benefits of indexing and re-
trieving multimedia contents without centralizing multimedia contents or their
associated metadata, proved the efficiency of such a metadata abstract.

The metadata extraction is the most resource-consuming process in the ma-
nagement of multimedia collections. This raises the problem of the efficient ma-
nagement of these large data volumes while minimizing resource consumption.

3 https://csrc.nist.gov/glossary/term/metadata
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User’s constant interactions with multimedia contents and metadata complicate
this management process. Issues about metadata management have been fixed
by integrating “extra” information enrichment at different levels, each one re-
lying on a layer. The metadata model matches the most widely used metadata
standards, flexible and extensible in structure and vocabulary. In a multime-
dia management system, the indexing process is the most resource-consuming,
through algorithms that extract metadata, whereas, in conventional systems,
indexing implements a fixed set of indexing algorithms, without considering the
resource consumption and user’s changing needs. The user’s needs are speci-
fied in his queries. In order to limit the metadata volume and on the other to
reduce the resource consumption, we propose to split the indexing process into
two phases: first time, at the contents acquisition time (i.e., implicit indexation),
and, a second time, if necessary, at the query execution time (i.e., explicit in-
dexation), the indexing algorithms being dynamically determined according to
the required metadata.

Figure 2 shows an architecture for a framework based on a holistic approach
that integrates multimodal heterogeneous cues and contextual information (com-
plementary “exogenous” data) in a dynamic and optional way according to their
availability or not. Such an approach allows the analysis of multi “signals” in
parallel (where humans are able only to focus on one). This analysis can be fur-
ther enriched from data related to the context of the scene (location, date, type
of music, event description, etc.) or related to individuals (name, age, gender,
data extracted from their social networks, etc.). The contextual information en-
riches the modeling of extracted metadata and gives them a more “semantic”
dimension. Managing this heterogeneity is an essential step for implementing a
holistic approach.

The automation of social interaction capturing and observation using non-
intrusive devices without predefined scenarios introduces various issues we men-
tioned above namely (i) privacy and security, (ii) heterogeneity, and (iii) volume.

The proposed approach manages heterogeneous cues coming from different
modalities as multi-layer sources (visual signals, voice signals, contextual infor-
mation) at different time scales and different combinations between layers. The
approach has been designed to operate without the need for intrusive devices,
in order to ensure the capture of real behaviors and achieve the naturalistic
observation. We have deployed the project on OVALIE platform which aims to
study eating behaviors in different real-life contexts. To handle the high vari-
ety of the social cues, we propose a comprehensive (meta)data model for the
visual nonverbal cues [83]. This model consists of four groups of entities: (i) ac-
quisition group to store the used sensors’ metadata (e.g., owner details, model
number, transmission mode, data format, etc.); (ii) experiment group used to
store the experiment’s description including title, data, responsible person, and
location, also the list of algorithms that are used to extract the social cues; (iii)
video group used to store metadata related to the recorded video such as seg-
ments start/end timestamps, and frames information; and (iv) features group
to store the extracted social cues for each detected person in a given conceptual
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Fig. 2. Social interaction analysis framework architecture

frame (conceptual frame is multiple frames that have a common timestamp and
have to be analyzed together) as shown in the second figure. This generic data
model shows the relationships between experiment, acquisition, video, and fea-
ture groups of entities, which are color-coded as green, orange, yellow, and gray
in Figure 3.

3.2 Internet of Things and metadata for trust metrics

Internet of Things (IoT) is characterized by a high heterogeneity at different lev-
els, and we mentioned how metadata models match this heterogeneity : (i) from
the device level, a set of heterogeneous devices with dissimilar capabilities from
computational and communication standpoints. Identifying, addressing, naming,
and managing such devices in a standardized way is the first challenge. (ii) from
a network-centric perspective, communication and interaction through various
networks using different communication protocols (iii) from a data-centric vi-
sion, IoT is about exchanging massive amounts of data. It is essential to provide
data with standardized formats, models and semantic descriptions, to support
automated reasoning. As we said, optimization of energy and network bandwidth
usage becomes an issue. As a matter of sustainability, metadata models allow
for extensions and different types of metadata in different domains: the meta-
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Fig. 3. Metadata meta modeling

data model should be flexible enough to cope with the evolutionary applications,
devices, and needs, with energy-aware requirements.

4 Data Quality in the post-truth Era

When people think about data quality, they often reduce it just to accuracy, e.g.,
the city name “Chicago” misspelled as “Chcago”. However, data quality is more
than simply accuracy: other significant dimensions such as completeness, consis-
tency, and currency are necessary in order to fully characterize it. [9] provides
a deep overview of which dimensions define data quality and describes several
historical approaches to data quality characterization such as [112].

4.1 From Data Quality to Information Quality: An Increased
Complexity of Quality Characterization

Most of the efforts paid to define data quality are related to structured data.
However, a vast amount of realities is instead represented by types of information
that are not structured data: a photo of a landscape, a map and a descriptive
text in a travel guide, newspaper articles, satellite imagery etc. Dimensions for
structured data are closely related to inner characteristic and properties of the
underlying data model. An example is given by the different types of complete-
ness, defined with and without the open world assumption for the different types
of structures of the relational model, namely the tuple, the column, the table,
and the set of tables [85].

When dealing with data types beyond structured data, it becomes necessary
to define new dimensions for data quality, and, it becomes then more suitable
to talk about information quality rather than data quality. With information
quality, quality characterization starts to be dependent on the specific data type,
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e.g. quality dimensions characterizing images, such as sharpness and noise, are
very different from quality dimensions characterizing maps, such as topological
consistency and positional accuracy.

In addition to the dependency on data types, information quality can have
some relevant domain specialization. For instance, textual data describing laws
can be characterized by dimensions such as conciseness and unambiguity, while
textual data of novels can be characterized by cohesion and coherence [9].

4.2 Information Quality in Modern Society

We are living in a datafied society [66], where there is a relevant paradigm shift:
from “primarily designed” data that were modeled and stored within informa-
tion systems with a defined semantics, to “secondary produced” data, i.e. data
resulting from interactions with devices or passively produced by systems, like
sensors data and Web logs. These data are collectively referred to as Big Data:
in addition to the 3Vs characterizing Big Data, a fourth V is particularly impor-
tant i.e. Veracity. Veracity directly refers to information quality problems: with
the huge volume of generated data, the fast velocity of arriving data, and the
large variety of heterogeneous data, the quality of Big Data is far from being
perfect [18]. A notable example of the need for assessing Veracity is the fake
news phenomenon, causing the spreading of misinformation across social media
users [44]. A further example is provided by information available on the Web,
for which the issue of assessing veracity is particularly important. In [62], for
instance, several sources providing the same information in two domains on the
Web, namely Stocks and Flights, are compared to discover inconsistencies and
inaccuracies and hence point to the “true” data. As another example, in [34], an
approach for assessing the veracity of linked data is presented with a proposal
of a fact-checking framework for data modeled as RDF triples.

Quality of today information also includes a new relevant dimension, namely
data fairness. Fairness can be defined in terms of lack of discrimination, i.e.
treating someone differently. It is possible to distinguish between two categories
of fairness: individual fairness, for which similar predictions are given to similar
individuals and group fairness (also known as statistical fairness), for which dif-
ferent groups are treated equally independently of a particular race, gender, or
sexual orientation [31]. A very famous example of group unfairness is the COM-
PAS algorithm used by the Department of Corrections in Wisconsin, New York
and Florida that has led to harsher sentencing toward African Americans [7]. In
order to achieve fairness, it is important to deal with bias in data, algorithmic
and user evaluation. In [68], several examples of different types of bias impacting
on fairness are provided, including social bias, e.g. if a review is influenced by
different scores provided by other reviewers and there is hence a social influence
experienced, or cause-effect bias, which can happen as a result of the fallacy
that correlation implies causation. Notably, there are several cases of population
bias for instance in the health domain, where the fallacy of predictions can be
particularly serious. A notable field for data fairness is in relation to learning
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algorithms (data analytics and Machine Learning - ML) that base their pre-
dictions on training data and improve them with the growth of such data. In
a typical project, the creation and curation of training data sets is largely a
human-based activity and involves several people: domain experts, data scien-
tists, machine learning experts, etc. In other words, data-related human design
decisions affect learning outcomes throughout the entire process pipeline, even
if at a certain point these decisions seem to disappear in the black-box “magic”
approach of ML algorithms. On the other hand, it is now gaining attention the
fact that humans typically suffer from conscious and unconscious biases, and
current historical data used in training set very often incorporate such biases,
so perpetuating and amplifying existing inequalities and unfair choices. It is a
still open problem to figure out concrete solutions on how to discover and elim-
inate unintended unfair biases from the training data sets and/or to create “by
design” data sets that are natively “fair”.

5 Data integration architectures for standard and Big
Data

Large companies typically store their data in heterogeneous storage systems,
ranging from files to fully functional databases, further called data storage sys-
tems (DSSs). Querying such DSSs in an integrated way is challenging as the
systems typically support different ways of querying, use different data models
and schemas (even if designed in the same data model, e.g., relational). For more
than 50 years researchers worldwide have dealt with this problem and have pro-
posed a few data integration architectures. Their achievements are outlined in
this section.

5.1 Data integration taxonomy

The taxonomy of Data Integration (DI) architectures is shown in Figure 4. Three
main categories are distinguished, namely: virtual, materialized, and hybrid. In
the virtual architecture, data are stored in their original DSSs and are accessed
on the fly, via an integration layer. In the physical architecture, data are ingested
from DSSs and stored locally (materialized) in advance in an integration system.
The hybrid architecture combines the functionality of the two aforementioned
DI architectures, i.e., some data are integrated and accessed on the fly, whereas
other data are pre-integrated and materialized.

5.2 Virtual integration

Two types of virtual architectures have been proposed, i.e., federated [12, 32] and
mediated [115]. Their main feature is that data are integrated on the fly via an
intermediate layer located between the user and DSSs. This layer is responsible
for: (1) transforming source data models into the common one, typically the
relational one, (2) decomposing user queries into sub-queries and routing them
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Fig. 4. The taxonomy of data integration architectures

into appropriate DSSs, (3) transforming the sub-queries into executable snippets
on each DSS, (4) transforming and integrating results of the sub-queries.

The main difference between the federated and mediated architecture is that
the first one is used to integrate databases and it uses more components in
the intermediate layer (e.g., a transforming processor, a component schema, a
filtering processor, and an export schema). The mediated architecture is applied
to integrating also other DSSs than databases. It uses two main components as
the integration layer, i.e., a wrapper and a mediator.

5.3 Physical integration

Two types of such architectures, accepted as de-facto industry standard, have
been proposed, i.e., a data warehouse (DW) [49, 106] and a data lake (DL).

In the DW architecture, the integration is implemented by means of the
Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) layer where the so-called ETL processes (work-
flows) are run. They are responsible for: (1) ingesting data from data sources,
(2) transforming heterogeneous data into a common data model and schema, (3)
cleaning, normalizing, and eliminating data duplicates, (4) loading data into a
central repository - a data warehouse.

The widespread of Big Data induced another architecture - a Data Lake,
used to implement a staging area. The DL is a repository that stores a vast
amount of heterogeneous data ingested in their original formats [84, 100]. Then,
the content of a DL processed by ETL processes to build cleaned, homogenized,
and integrated data repositories. To this end, rich and well-organized metadata
annotations are needed to provide a precise description of data [70]. Typical
storage for DLs is based on Hadoop, Azure, or Amazon S3.

5.4 Hybrid integration

For storing Big Data, alternative data stores have been developed, including
key-value, column family, document, and graph stores, commonly referred to as
NoSQL stores. Multiple systems produce data at much larger speed than be-
fore - we refer to such systems as streaming data sources (e.g., sensors, medical
monitors) [52]. The variety of data formats and speed of data production by
DSSs, makes the data integration process very challenging. To ease this process,
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two novel data integration architectures have been developed recently, i.e., the
polystore and the lambda architecture.

The polystore architecture. Figure 5 shows a general architecture of a
polystore. Heterogeneous DSSs (denoted as DS1, ..., DS4 ) are connected to the
integration middleware via dedicated interfaces (drivers) (denoted as Interface1,
..., Interface4 ). They offer the functionality of wrappers (as in the mediated ar-
chitecture). The integration middleware makes available all these DSs for query-
ing via a common schema. This middleware offers functionality similar to a
mediator. These features make the polystore a virtual DI architecture. Typical
types of DSs integrated into the polystore architecture include: relational, array,
key-value, graph, stream, DFS [96].

Fig. 5. An overview of the polystore architecture

Three features distinguish polystores from other architectures. First, the in-
tegration middleware allows to query DSs using different languages, typically
a declarative one (SQL-like) and an imperative one. Second, data sets can be
relocated from one DSS into another, to improve the performance of queries.
Technically speaking, data sets can be either copied (replicated) or moved into a
DSS where a given query will be executed faster. For example, let us assume that
DS1 is a relational database and Interface1 exposes a relational data model and
SQL; DS2 is a key-value store and Interface2 exposes a procedural interface for
searching. Notice that DS2 can also be accessed via Interface1. If an SQL query
is executed on both DS1 and DS2 via Interface1, the global optimizer may de-
cide to move or copy data from DS2 into DS1. This feature makes the polystore
a materialized DI architecture, therefore classified as a hybrid DI architecture.
Third, a given DS may be queried via more than one interface and thus, provide
data in different data models.

Examples of polystores include among others: BigDAWG [30], Polypheny-
DB [109], CloudMdsQL [55], Estocada [5, 14] (an overview of such systems is
available in [96]).
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The Lambda architecture. The lambda architecture combines an archi-
tecture for collecting data in a batch mode (cf. the batch layer in Figure 6) and
collecting fast arriving data (cf. the real-time layer in Figure 6) [92]. The purpose
of lambda is to be able to combine slowly arriving data with fast arriving data
for analysis. The bath layer can be instantiated by a standard DW architecture,
whereas the real-time layer can be instantiated by a standard stream process-
ing architecture. Both layers are integrated using the serving layer, typically
implemented by means of materialized and virtual views.

Fig. 6. An overview of the Lambda architecture

Typical components used in this architecture include: (1) in the batch layer
- relational DBMSs or NoSQL DSSs, (2) in the real-time layer - Kafka, Kafka
Streams, Spark, and Cassandra.

To sum up, the data integration architectures developed for Big Data extend
the ones developed earlier for standard DSSs. Despite substantial research and
technological advancements in this field, there still exist multiple unsolved prob-
lems. Some of the problems include (1) development of metadata standards for
interoperable data DI architectures (in the spirit of [52]), (2) query optimization
techniques in the highly heterogeneous and distributed architecture, composed
of various data models, physical storage models, and hardware (in the spirit of
[38]), (3) performance optimization of data integration processes (in the spirit
of [3, 89].

6 Graph Embeddings

Data Graphs, consisting in networks of nodes and relationships, are largely
adopted in support of distributed and modular data modeling and data analyt-
ics procedures. Learning and predicting new links in social media [35], protein-
protein interaction [101], distributed monitoring of business process [60] dis-
tributed ledgers [56] are among examples of applications leveraging on graph
data models.
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A limit of data graphs is that the information they carry cannot be read-
ily applied in Machine Learning (ML) due to a mismatch at the representation
level. While ML typically works with feature vectors, where a single instance
is described by a flat set of features, data graphs link the features related to a
data instance using a network of interconnected nodes. Graph embedding helps
in handling this mismatch by transforming nodes, edges, and their features into
a vector space while partially preserving properties of their original graph struc-
ture. The general goal is that nodes connected in the graph are kept closer in
the embedding space but task dependent transformation strategies are studied
to meet the requirements of different ML algorithms. Three common steps are
needed in defining an embedding procedure: (i) define an encoding procedure
mapping the nodes of a graph into embeddings, (ii) define a decoding procedure
to extract node properties from the embeddings (i.e. node neighborhood or la-
bels) (iii) optimize the decoding results, typically by multiple iterations, to get
from the embeddings results that are as much as possible equivalent to those of
the original graph. Figure 7 schematizes this idea and represents the three most
mentioned methods in the literature.

Fig. 7. A schematic comparison of three proposed algorithms in graph embedding
adapted from [120] page 2

Matrix factorization-based algorithms. These algorithms focuse on fac-
torizing the matrix representation of nodes relations in order to obtain the em-
bedding. For some property matrices, the factorization problem is abstracted
in eigenvalue decomposition (e.g. Laplacian matrix [6]) while for unstructured
matrices the goal is solving an optimization problem (e.g. gradient descent meth-
ods). For example, SocDim [98] factorizes the modularity matrix and the normal-
ized Laplacian matrix; NEU [119] factorizes similarity matrices that encode an
higher order of the adjacency matrix, Laplacian Eigenmaps [10] adopt pairwise
similarity and imposed a quadratic penalty function, MDS [47] adopt the Eu-
clidean distance between two feature vectors as pairwise similarity. Other propos-
als [108, 114] aim to learn pairwise distances by semidefinite programming proce-
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dures. For preserving high-order proximity, HOPE [72] factorizes several matrices
based on different similarity measures while GraRep [16] factorizes a matrix that
is related to the k-step transition probability matrix. Multiple objective func-
tions can be adopted in order to compensate the advantages/disadvantages of
different techniques [4, 15].

Random walk-based algorithm. The idea is to encode the coordinates
such that the similarity of two nodes in the embedding space equals the proba-
bility that the two nodes co-occur on a random walk over the network. Deepwalk
[73] and Node2vec [42] are two popular random walk strategies while the former
uses a deterministic approach and the latter a probabilistic one. Other tech-
niques run random walks on modified versions of the original network. Walklets
[74] modify the random walk strategy used in DeepWalk by skipping over some
nodes in the graph. LINE [97], to embed larger information, optimizes a de-
signed objective function based on 1-hop and 2-hop random walk probabilities
that preserves both the local and global network structures.

Neural network-based algorithms. This approach uses neural network
to construct deep encoders, i.e. the output space is non-orthogonal to the input
space. For example, SDNE [111] and DNGR [17] use deep autoencoder. Different
approaches that adopt convolutional neural network differ in the way of formu-
lating convolution-like operations on graphs [13, 28, 45, 86]. GCNs [54] learns how
to propagate information across the graph to compute node features and gener-
ate node embeddings based on local network neighborhoods. GraphSAGE [43]
uses graph convolutional networks to generalized neighborhood aggregation. It
is worth noting that all these deep encoders can be combined with similarity
functions obtained by random walk methods.

Hybrid Methods. Sometimes multiple methods are combined. In [121] the
authors leverage the heterogeneous information in a Knowledge Graph (KG) to
improve recommendation performance using TransR [64] for network embedding,
and autoencoders for textual and visual information. KR-EAR [63] constructs a
relational triple encoder (TransE [113], TransR [11]) to embed the correlations
between entities and relations, and an attributional triple encoder to embed
the correlations between entities and attributes. TransE and TransH models
build the embeddings by putting both entities and relations within the same
semantic space while TransR build the embeddings putting entities and relations
in separate spaces.

The Explainability Challenge. Graph embeddings represents a powerful
tool for conciliating the representational power of data graphs with the power-
ful analytics of ML. This approach has been however criticized for creating an
additional level of complexity that isolates the input and the output data by
a black-box procedure that hamper the explainability of ML results. The com-
munity is then trying to get explainable ML methods. A promising approach
is linking the layers of a neural network with symbols of a lingua franca [37].
In this context, Knowledge Graphs could play a crucial role in supporting ex-
plainability especially with embeddings methods that exploit the layer of the
neural network for generating the vector space. In a neural network architecture
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where input features, hidden layers, computational units, and predicted output
are mapped to the entities of a KGs, results could be easily translated in terms
of these entities. Whilst most of the existing methods in KG embeddings such
as TransE, TransH, and TransR, are not explainable by design, an increasing
number of recent studies concentrating on transparent explainable models [8,
33, 95, 117].

7 Data Stream Processing and Analytics in Fog
Computing

The advent and development of the Internet of Things (IoT) encompasses that
everything can connect to the Internet, generating data streams from the events
recorded by sensors and probes. Data stream processing imposes specific con-
straints on data management [39]. If the conventional processing model clearly
differentiates between data storage and data processing stages, handling data
streams implies processing in real-time weakening the role of central data stor-
age and data management procedures. The needs covered by Data Management
are however still in place with data streams, or even emphasized. Heterogeneous
and decentralized sources require data integration, noise filtering, concept drift
detection, uncertainty, and data quality management [99]. That is to say, data
management is not canceled, but it is simply decentralized as it has to follow
data at the production and transmission levels. The Fog Computing paradigm
represents, in this sense, an important advancement for the Cloud Computing
solutions often coupled with data stream processing.

7.1 Recent advances in stream processing algorithms

Great work has been done to address the challenges of data stream processing
by designing innovative algorithms and data analytics procedures. We present
the most relevant contributions in the area by distinguishing three families of
algorithms based on the main goal they address. In particular, we have highly
accurate solutions, lightweight algorithms, and robust methods.

Highly accurate solutions. Considering the requirement of high predic-
tive performance and the huge volume of data provided by IoT ecosystems, Deep
Learning (DL) solutions arise as a suitable processing tool. DL architectures such
as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs),
and Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) can learn hidden features from the raw
and noisy data [69]. Some recent frameworks support the vastest DL modeling,
e.g., ADLStream [58] demonstrated superior predictive performance than tradi-
tional statistical temporal series approaches and most well-known stream mining
algorithms.

Lightweight algorithms. A restricted computational cost scenario com-
posed of lightweight devices demands reducing memory costs. In this category,
we group the algorithms capable of reaching a competitive predictive perfor-
mance with low memory cost without compromising processing time. An exam-
ple is the Strict Very Fast Decision Tree [23], an algorithm that minimizes tree
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growth, substantially reducing memory usage, leading to being used as a base
learning into ensemble solutions.

Robust methods. Concept drifts detection, novelty pattern recognition,
and forget outdated concepts are requirements for building a robust data stream
method. In this category, concept drift detectors embedded into ensemble meth-
ods have been stood out. This sophisticated combination takes advantage of
non-parametric drift detection methods based on Hoeffding’s bounds [36], for
triggering model updating. Ensembles are highly predictive and effective meth-
ods for mitigating concept drift, paving the way for hybrid architecture for sup-
porting robust classification procedures with non-stationary data streams.

7.2 The Fog Computing Paradigm

If the IoT requires that objects can continuously communicate [61], to ensure
timely data processing there is a need to continuously reconfigure the computa-
tional resources used for processing data streams [46]. Up to now, mostly cloud-
based computational resources have been utilized for this. However, cloud data
centers are usually located far away from IoT sources, which leads to an increase
in latency since data needs to be sent from the data sources to the cloud and
back. Today a new emerging architectural paradigm is changing this processing
model. Fog Computing is a cloud technology in which terminal-generated data
does not load directly into the cloud, but is instead pre-processed by decentral-
ized mini data centers [26]. The concept involves a network structure extending
from the network’s outer perimeter in which data generated by IoT devices is
sent to the public cloud central data endpoint or to a private data processing
center (private cloud). With the advent of Fog Computing, it is possible to per-
form data processing and data management in the cloud as well as at the edge
of the network, i.e., exploiting the computational resources offered by networked
devices (Figure 8). To better understand how to extend this idea can be applied
we need to review the stages composing data stream processing pipelines. In fact,
we can model a classical data streaming pipeline into three main stages [20].

Data Preparation. This stage relates the cleaning and transforming raw
data prior to processing and analysis. It is an important step and often involves
reformatting data, making corrections to data, and combining multiple source
sets to enrich data. Data preparation is often a lengthy undertaking for data
professionals or business users, but it is essential as a prerequisite to put data in
context, turn it into insights, and eliminate bias resulting from poor data quality.
For example, the data preparation process usually includes standardizing data
formats, enriching source data, removing outliers, and/or transform the data
format [21, 107].

Data Analytics. This stage aim at extracting knowledge from the data
acquired by the sensors. Descriptive Analytics allows representing the facts
recorded. Predictive Analytics allows performing data analysis in order to draw
predictions on future outcomes. Prescriptive Analytics combines data analysis
with the ability to take and manage decision-making procedures. Prescriptive
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Fig. 8. Fog Computing and its relationship with Data Processing stages

Analytics provides strategic indications or operational solutions based on both
Descriptive Analysis and Predictive Analysis [19].

Visualization and Reporting. This stage aims at presenting the infor-
mation carried by data, using visual elements like charts, graphs, and maps.
Data visualization tools provide an accessible way to see and understand trends,
outliers, and patterns in data [118]. In the world of Big Data and IoT, data vi-
sualization tools and technologies are a key factors to analyze massive amounts
of information and to make data-driven decisions.

Data Stream Pipelines in the Fog. A key design decision to be taken in
modeling data stream processing and analytics is how distributing these stages in
the edge area (in the “Fog”). As a consequence, it becomes crucial to understand
how data management affects the results of complex and distributed processing
analytics. Further work is then required to understand the implications of unify-
ing and interconnecting decentralized procedures with their possibly conflicting
requirements and boosting effects. For example, several filtering or aggregations
can be applied directly in the edge area. Figure 8 illustrates this concept by
showing that some data processing stages can be applied directly to the IoT
or Fog nodes. Data Preparation applies to the IoT, Fog, or Cloud layers. Data
Analytics applies to the Fog and Cloud layers, while Data Visualization and
Reporting apply to the Cloud layer only.

8 Integration of Relational and NoSQL Databases
Functionally

Relational and NoSQL databases (DBs) contained in one integrated architecture
require an infrastructure involving data and software of both transactional and
analytical types (cf. Section 5). A particular case of integration of relational and
NoSQL DBs concerns graph DBs and document DBs using JSON format. One
tendency is to use multi-level modeling approaches involving both relational and
NoSQL architectures enabling their simple integration [78].
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Today, NoSQL DBs are considered in contrast to traditional RDBMSs prod-
ucts. On the other hand, yet other modeling approaches are possible, e.g., a func-
tional approach. We can mention Gremlin - a functional graph query language
that provides traversal operators/functions chained together to form path-like
expressions. Gremlin is supported by many GDBMSs. Significant works using a
functional approach to data management are contained in [41].

The main aim of the section is to use a functional approach introduced in
[76] to modeling both relations and data structures occurring in NoSQL DBs.
For graphs, we will use a (labelled) property multigraph model. Both nodes and
edges are defined by a unique identifier (Id). Properties are simply single-valued
attributes. A property graph is represented by a set of typed partial functions.
The functions considered will be of two kinds: single-valued and multi-valued.
Regardless of the fact that the graphs are considered schema-less in NoSQL DBs,
we will use graph DB schemas. The associated model of JSON data based on
JSON Schema can deal with data also as functions. The relations in a relational
DB can be considered also as typed functions. Some possibilities for integration
on the level of a common query language are presented and discussed.

For graph querying in today’s practice, we can consider GDBMS Neo4j and
its popular query language Cypher. For relational DBMSs, of course, we assume
SQL. Querying JSON documents can be done, e.g., with as in the most popular
document store MongoDB. Then, a typed lambda calculus, i.e., the language
of lambda terms (LT language), can be used as a data manipulation language.
More integration details can be found in [79].

8.1 Functional approach to data modeling and querying

The functional approach used here is based on a typing system. For our purposes,
we use elementary types and a number of structured types. Typed functions
appropriate to modeling real data objects are attributes viewed as empirical
typed functions that are described by an expression of a natural language [76].
To propose them means that we construct a conceptual or DB schema.

We assume the existence of some (elementary) types S1,...,Sk (k ≥ 1 ) con-
stituting a base B. Always Bool ε B. It allows to model sets (resp. relationships)
as unary (resp. n-ary) characteristic functions. Table 1 presents basic structured
types for typing objects in relational, graph, and JSON data model, respectively.

Table 1. Types used in relational, graph, and document data models

type name type structure relational model graph model document model
functional (S:R1, . . . , Rn) yes, n≥1, S=Bool yes, n=1 yes, n=1
tuple (R1, . . . , Rm) no yes, S is a tuple, m≥1 no
set {R1, . . . , Rm} no no yes, n≥1
array [R1, . . . , Rm] no no yes, n≥1

Supposing, e.g., entity types Movie and User, then the expression “the movies
rated by a user” denotes a ((Bool:Movie):User)-object, i.e. a (partial) function
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f:User → (Bool:Movie). At the schema level we write Rates/((Bool:Movie):User).
GDBMSs can use attributes of types (R1:R2) and ((Bool:R1):R2), respectively,
where R1 and R2 are entity types. Properties require to use tuple types, e.g.,
Movie/((Title, Director):Movie). A relational DB can contain Actors/(Bool:
Name, Title, Role).

Logical connectives, quantifiers and predicates are also typed functions, e.g.,
and/(Bool:Bool,Bool), + is (Number: Number, Number)-object. The aggrega-
tion function COUNTR is of type (Number:(Bool:R)). A manipulation language
for functions – LT language, uses terms based on applications, lambda abstrac-
tions, tuples, and components of tuples. Document DBs use also terms like set
elements, arrays, and elements of array. Typically, lambda abstractions serve
as a tool for expressing queries, i.e., they provide answers – typically relations.
The query “Give a set of couples associating to each film directed by Burton the
number of actors who acted in it” can be expressed but the term

λ t, p (p = COUNT(λ a ∃ t, r Actor(a,t,r) and ∃m Movie(m)(t,’Burton’) ))

A more advanced approach enables to construct more complicated data struc-
tures, i.e., new graphs or documents [77]. JSON types can be extended to regular
expressions.

8.2 Integration of relational, graph, and document databases

For example, [40] offers three ways of integration of relational and NoSQL DBs:
native, hybrid, and reducing to one option, either relational or NoSQL. In [68],
possible approaches are categorized as a polyglot persistence, multi-model ap-
proach, and schema and data conversion. We use the multi-model approach,
particularly multi-level modelling with a special abstract model. Obviously, there
are more approaches, e.g., NoSQL-on-RDBMS, SQL-on-Hadoop, and ontology
integration [79]. The approaches are mutually related and rather describe par-
ticular cases with given NoSQL/relational DBs than more exactly specified cat-
egories.

A multi-model approach reminds a more user-friendly solution of heteroge-
neous DB integration as it was known in the context of heterogeneous relational
DBs in the past. Here, we suppose that different DB models are behind par-
ticipating DBs. An alternative for data processing with relational and NoSQL
data in one infrastructure uses common design methods based on a modification
of the traditional 3-level ANSI/SPARC approach. This multi-level modeling is
most relevant for our multi-model approach.

One sub-approach of the multi-model approach is a hybrid approach, e.g.
[110]. In this case, the query is executed on more data sources, relational and
some NoSQL, but the additional layer is used to enable data integration. For
example, a generalizable SQL query interface for both relational and NoSQL sys-
tems called Unity is described in [59]. Unity is an integration and virtualization
system as it allows SQL queries that span multiple sources and uses its internal
query engine to perform joins across sources.
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In our case, LT queries sent to the integrated system are translated into
queries compatible with the RDBMS (e.g., SQL) and GDBMS (e.g., Cypher),
or JSON document store (e.g. MongoDB), respectively.

9 Conclusion

A widespread of huge data volumes of arbitrary structures encouraged new
data management techniques for data processing. In this summary paper, we
overviewed current advances in some of these techniques, being in the expertise
of the members of the IFIP Working Group 2.6: Databases. Despite traditional
Data Management has been considered inappropriate to the data processing
techniques used in the Big Data ecosystem the current advancements make clear
important challenges emerging in this area need to embrace a Data Management
perspective.

Data integration typically requires a mediation layer to integrate heteroge-
neous content. In this article, we saw how Knowledge Graphs can be used as
such a layer to integrate Big Data, using pipelines to automatically identify and
relate pieces of data from the input content and map them onto entities and
relations in a Knowledge Graph. The resulting integrated Knowledge Graph can
then be used as a global abstraction to efficiently and effectively search, query
or manipulate all heterogeneous sources centrally.

Initially designed for summarizing, describing, enriching (un)structured (big)
data collections, Metadata help from now on to comply with larger requirements
to adapt to new environments such as IoT, social interactions analysis, cyber-
security, and other. Indeed, the data itself remaining safe and protected, only
metadata are transmitted and exchanged. Minimizing data transfer, exploiting,
and improving data locality is a crucial concern, paving the way to sustainabil-
ity : metadata models allow for flexibility and context-awareness in any domain
and at various levels, with privacy, security and energy-aware requirements.

Quality of today information also includes a new relevant dimension, namely
Data Fairness. Fairness can be defined in terms of lack of discrimination, i.e.
treating someone differently. In order to achieve fairness, it is important to deal
with bias in data, algorithmic and user evaluation.

In order to address Big Data Management, standard data integration ar-
chitectures turned out to be inadequate, mainly because of their inability to
store and process efficiently large volumes of complex data, novel data integra-
tion architectures have been developed. The two most successful ones include
a polystore and lambda. Nonetheless, they have not provided solutions to all
problems. Still open research and technological problems for such architectures
include the development of metadata standards, query optimization techniques,
and performance optimization of data integration processes.

Graph embeddings represents a powerful tool for conciliating the representa-
tional power of data graphs with the powerful analytics of ML. This approach
has been however criticized for creating an additional level of complexity that
isolates the input and the output data by a black-box procedure that hamper
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the explainability of ML results. A promising approach is linking the layers of a
neural network with symbols of a lingua franca [37]. In this context, Knowledge
Graphs could play a crucial role in supporting explainability especially with em-
beddings methods that exploit the layer of the neural network for generating the
vector space.

Fog Computing is a cloud technology in which terminal-generated data does
not load directly into the cloud, but is instead pre-processed by decentralized
mini data centers. With the advent of Fog Computing, it is possible to per-
form data processing and data management in the cloud as well as at the edge
of the network. As a consequence, it becomes crucial to understand how data
management affects the results of complex and distributed processing analytics.

The integration of relational and NoSQL databases can be done in many
different ways. We used an architecture using a multi-model and multilevel ap-
proach with a special abstract model based on typed functional objects. Then
a typed lambda calculus can be used as a powerful tool for querying in such
integrated database architecture.
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